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Abstract: Worldwide, many wheelchair users find it difficult to use or acquire a wheelchair that is
appropriate for them, either because they do not have the necessary financial support or because they
do not have access to trained healthcare professionals (HCPs), but they are essential for the correct
provision of assistive products and user training. Consequently, although wheelchairs are designed
to promote the well-being of many users, in many cases, they end up being abandoned or do not
provide any benefit, with the chance of causing harm and potentially putting people in danger. This
article proposes the creation and use of a Digital Twin (DT) of a Power Wheelchair (PWC) to promote
the health of wheelchair users, by facilitating and improving the delivery of remote services by HCPs,
as well as to include monitoring services to support timely maintenance. Specifically, a DT is a
virtual counterpart that is seamlessly linked to a physical asset, both relying on data and information
exchange for mirroring each other. Currently, DT is emerging and being applied to different areas as
a promising approach to gather insightful data, which are shared between the physical and virtual
worlds and facilitate the means to design, monitor, analyze, optimize, predict, and control physical
entities. This article gives an overview of the Digital Twin concept, namely its definition, types, and
properties, and seeks to synthesize the technologies and tools frequently used to enable Digital Twins;
we also explain how a DT can be used in the technical phases of the PWC provision process and
propose a conceptual model highlighting the use of an MDD approach benefiting from a Petri net
formalism, which is presented to systematize the development of a PWC DT.

Keywords: healthcare professionals; virtual entity; wheelchair monitoring

1. Introduction

The World Health Organization (WHO) states that more than one billion people
have some form of disability, which represents about 15% of the global population [1].
In Portugal, according to the census of 2011, almost one million people are living with
disabilities, with the highest prevalence related to mobility [2]. In general, for people
who find difficulty in walking or moving around, operating a wheelchair can be a way to
achieve autonomy and empowerment. To accommodate those who cannot use a manual
wheelchair, a Power Wheelchair can be an option, which generally offers a wider range
of features to suit the different needs and capabilities of the user. The main obstacles
are that few countries have policies on assistive technology, and the wheelchair industry
is currently limited and focuses on the high-income markets, leading to high economic
investments by users and their families. Thus, those with lower economic resources end up
relying on donations or charity services, which in most scenarios only provide low-quality
or used products, unsuitable for the user in the context, with a lack of repair and follow-up
mechanisms. In addition, in many low- and middle-income countries, access to trained
healthcare professionals, such as therapists and assistive technology professionals (ATPs), is
limited, but they are essential for the proper provision and support of PWCs [3]. Even with
the COVID-19 pandemic situation, the scenario became worse, with a significant impact
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on funding budgets that concern access to PWCs, making face-to-face visits to clinics or
homes difficult.

In this regard, the option of performing some parts of the provision of wheelchairs
remotely, via telehealth and videoconferencing, has been accepted and encouraged [4].
In fact, it is better if users and healthcare professionals can benefit from the current tech-
nological developments triggered by Industry 4.0 (I4.0)—deeply focused on connectivity,
real-time data acquisition and processing, and digitization—which became possible by
the use of information and communication technologies, the Internet of Things, big data,
artificial intelligence, and cloud computing, among others [5]. Related to this, Digital
Twins are at the forefront of I4.0 [6], as they have brought a new way to cope with dif-
ferent challenges [7]. A DT is a virtual counterpart seamlessly linked to a real physical
asset or prototype (e.g., product, service, or machine), both sharing the same properties,
characteristics, and behavior by means of data and information [8]. DTs can be used in
different contexts, including designing a product or virtual prototype; real-time monitoring
and analysis of a real product quality; optimization of a production schedule in a factory,
or intelligent control of a product; real product fault prediction and health management;
etc. [9,10].

In view of this, the objective of this article is to propose the creation and use of a
Digital Twin of a Power Wheelchair to facilitate the comprehensive delivery of services
and support by healthcare professionals, promoting the physical and mental health of
people who use wheelchairs; therefore, this article also contributes with an overview of the
state-of-the-art in the representation and implementation of a Digital Twin. The following
research question arose, with two more detailed questions, to better understand and solidify
the main one:

Main question: Is it possible to use a Digital Twin to mirror a Power Wheelchair, or part of
it, to support the technical phases of the wheelchair provision process?

• How can a Digital Twin be used in this context?
• To what extent does a Digital Twin represent a real Power Wheelchair?

In Section 2, the Digital Twin concept is briefly introduced, including its elements,
properties, types, and the current technologies and tools to enable it; Section 3 presents
what the Power Wheelchair provision process is and what it is based on and explains
how a Digital Twin can be used in such a context; in Section 4, a conceptual model of
a Digital Twin of a Power Wheelchair is proposed, as well as a possible framework to
enable it; Section 5 presents some discussion around the proposal; finally, in Section 6, the
conclusions and future work are presented.

2. Digital Twin: Its Elements, Properties, Types, Enabling Technologies, and Tools

Initially called the Mirrored Spaces Model [8] or Information Mirroring Model, the
current Digital Twin concept had its origin in 2002, when Grieves presented the “Concep-
tual Ideal for Product Lifecycle Management” by mirroring real-world systems in a virtual
space, throughout their lifecycle, and based on input data from the physical world [11]. The
term Digital Twin itself only appeared later in 2010, by NASA’s DT definition, focused on
twinning real aerospace vehicles with different integrated sub-models, considering histori-
cal fleet data and sensor data updates of vehicles’ interactions with the real world [12]. The
application of DT in this area continued with the USAF to support the design, maintenance,
and optimization of aircraft [13–15], simulating their physical and mechanical properties
and predicting fatigue or cracks in their structure, as well as to provide a forecast of the
needs for future generations of vehicles [16].

Currently, in the literature, one can find a variety of proposals for the representation
of Digital Twins; however, there are properties that each must necessarily consider and
others that may depend on the application and the type of DT used; therefore, different
approaches are also being proposed to realize this with frameworks based on different
technologies [17].
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2.1. Dimensions of a Digital Twin Model

As Grieves was the first to introduce the concept [8], it can be said that the model
he proposed, applied to product lifecycle management (PLM) (presented in Figure 1),
served as the basis for subsequent representations of Digital Twins. Overall, three main
elements can be identified: a real space, corresponding to the physical world where physical
entities (PEs) are placed, such as sensors, devices, systems, and related infrastructures; a
virtual space, where a virtual entity (VE) mirrors a PE, constraining it to a space where,
unlike the real space, the cost of producing and manipulating copies of objects is almost
zero (in Figure 1, the blocks VS1 to VSn represent the multiple virtual spaces that can
be associated with a real space); and a bidirectional connection for data synchronization
between spaces. Although this model has already been applied in other areas, it does not
always accommodate the complexity of new applications, tools, technologies, etc. Figure 2
shows a particular proposal presented in [18] that highlights the presence of PEs and VEs
interacting with services (Ss) and data (DD) using connections (Cn) that tie all the DT
components. The DD were added to provide more accurate information from both entities,
as well as Ss to improve user interaction with DT functions.

VS1

VS2

VSn

Real Space Virtual SpaceData

Information

Process

Figure 1. Conceptual ideal for PLM (adapted from [8]).

Services (Ss)

Data (DD)

Physical Entity Virtual Entity

Figure 2. Five-dimensional DT concept model (adapted from [18]).

2.2. Properties and Types of Digital Twins

According to [19], the basic properties for a Digital Twin are related to how well it
represents the original object, including its intended or predicted behavior. In short, the
DT supports the representation of a PE through a VE if: (1) it guarantees the entanglement
of entities; (2) the PE values are mapped in a timely manner to the VE; (3) the VE repro-
duces the relevant PE attributes in the context. These are the properties of entanglement,
reflection, and representativeness; with just these three properties, a VE can behave like
a PE, representing its state in one or more contexts. Other properties can add value to
the DT, including replication, persistency, memorization, composability, accountability,
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augmentation, ownership, servitization, or predictability; the decision about whether to
consider them depends on the application and type of DT. A DT can be classified according
to various criteria [10,20–26]. Here are highlighted the DT types defined according to
its creation time in the lifecycle, as well as according to its application; both criteria are
considered to be of interest for the purpose of this article.

Two types of Digital Twins according to their position during the lifecycle [26] are:
Digital Twin Prototype (DTP) or Digital Twin Instance (DTI). The DTP is a DT of a physical
prototype to be used early in the lifecycle to support tests that are difficult to perform
during traditional prototyping. When the DTP design is complete, the process moves to the
design of the prototype, during which the DTP can be improved. In the realization of the
PE, the DTP becomes a DTI, corresponding to the DT already defined; it lasts beyond the
PE’s life. According to [22], a DT must offer at least one of the following values: analytics,
control, or simulation. This underlies the definition of three other types of DT: Supervisory
Digital Twin (SDT), Interactive Digital Twin (IDT), or Predictive Digital Twin (PDT). The
SDT monitors the PE and collects data to support the perception of the PE attributes and
their relationship to its performance. Thus, the SDT can be used either for monitoring or to
support the design, maintenance, and training purposes. The IDT leads to a more reliable
PE by diagnosing and controlling processes. To do this, the IDT establishes a real-time link
between the data and algorithms for analysis, data mining, and decision-making. The PDT
can help drive the PE by simulating or predicting the impact of the scenarios. For this, the
PDT not only represents and reflects the PE, but also the rules and variabilities affecting
its behavior.

2.3. Technologies and Tools to Enable the Digital Twin

A primary goal when enabling a Digital Twin is for the virtual entity to represent the
physical entity as faithfully as possible. When the PE and VE are created at the same time,
designers can model them with the same characteristics, properties, functions, and models;
but when an unknown PE already exists, a preliminary step may consist of cognizing the
physical world and acquiring data from it, using measurement technologies to measure the
parameters and PE characteristics, including size, structure, tolerance, etc. Furthermore, as
continuous synchronization between entities is required, some data need to be shared with
the VE in near-real-time (e.g., torque, acceleration, or temperature) using advanced sensor
technologies, IoT technologies, wireless technologies, etc.: WSN, LIDAR, GPS, magnetic
position sensors, photo optic sensors, etc. Other data may be collected through APIs or web
crawlers [27]. Ideally, the VE can also rely on the data to compute control actions and send
instructions to the PE, when required; for this, power technologies, drive systems, control
technologies, etc., can be part of the PE. Many tools used to support cognition and/or
control of the physical world are machine vision software and vision-related software, such
as: Cognex VisionPro, MVTec HALCON, National Instruments Vision Builder AI, Robot
Operating System, and Samsara VS2; also, some related IoT software include: AWS IoT
Core, GE Predix Platform, MindSphere, SAP Leonardo IoT, and ThingWorx.

To support the data flow and connectivity of all DT elements, transmission technolo-
gies are used together with appropriate network architectures, communication and security
protocols, middleware platforms, etc. [28]. All data are then made available for further
processing, analysis, and visualization using storage technologies [27] and ontologies for
knowledge representation and management [28] (e.g., distributed file storage, NoSQL
database, NewSQL database, or cloud storage); examples of the tools used are: Couchbase,
MongoDB, Amazon DynamoDB, and Cassandra. Data processing helps to eliminate redun-
dant and inconsistent data using data cleaning and transformation technologies [29], to
later extract useful information using statistical methods, AI methods [27], and big data
technologies, such as cloud, fog, and edge computing [30]. Data fusion is also suggested
to help filter and correlate the processed data [27], which can then be used in functions
provided by the DT (e.g., prediction, optimization, and validation), encapsulated in services
to facilitate their use [29]. There are tools that offer ways to do it all: GE Predix Platform,
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RStudio, Spyder, MATLAB, RapidMiner Studio, RAPIDS, etc. Services are based on: vir-
tualization, verification, validation, and simulation technologies [28]; platform-related
technologies used to manage resource services, knowledge services, or application services;
application interface technologies to enable user interaction with the services.

Mirroring a PE is a long process, where it is also intended that the VE can reproduce
its characteristics, properties, and behaviors through different models. Section 4 builds on
the aforementioned aspects, focusing on how to enable the VE.

2.4. Usage and Advantages of the Digital Twin

Around 2013, the concept of the Digital Twin began to appear, applied to manufac-
turing. In [31], it is proposed to use a DT of a real machine of a factory production system
to simulate the health condition and improve the accessibility of the machine condition
for factory managers. In spite of this, the use of a Digital Twin only saw a boom around
2016, a few years after the proposal of Industry 4.0 in 2013 [32]. Since then, the concept
has expanded to different areas, in which new DT applications have emerged to support
digitalization as a form of innovation, detecting problems, anticipating challenges, and
increasing efficiency, and words such as aerospace vehicle, spacecraft, or aircraft have
started to be replaced by system, machine, product, process, city, person, etc. [33–35].

Therefore, in general, a Digital Twin allows that things from the real world to be repre-
sented in the virtual world, by ensuring the transfer of data and information between a
physical entity (PE) and its virtual entity (VE), which share the same properties, characteris-
tics, and behaviors; changes that occur in both the PE and the VE lead directly to changes in
the respective counterpart [10]. In short, using a DT has the following advantages [36–38]:

• It considers large amounts of data from different sources, characterizing a physical
entity, which allows modeling the VE to mirror the PE for the duration of its lifecycle;

• The VE synchronizes with the PE and provides a comparison between real and sim-
ulated performance, which can be used to monitor and analyze the PE in real-time,
supporting planning, design, maintenance, etc.;

• It can help to optimize the PE, using simulations, but also predictions, evaluating the
impact of different scenarios—including unpredictable and undesirable ones—which
can be verified and validated before they occur;

• It is capable of performing diagnostics and intelligent control over the PE, with the VE
sending instructions when needed;

• It allows remote access for human interaction with the PE, just to mention the most
relevant advantages.

As a result of its advantages, the DT can be applied in a variety of situations. In this
article, the Digital Twin is proposed for digitalization and virtualization in the context of
the provision and support of Power Wheelchairs. In this way, the idea of implementing and
using Digital Twins of real wheelchairs is proposed, enabling new ways to assist wheelchair
users, as well as healthcare professionals. So far, there is no evidence of Digital Twin
application in this sector.

3. Digital Twin Applied in the Provision Process of Power Wheelchairs

The provision of wheelchairs is a process based on a customer-centered approach so
that users can obtain, maintain, and learn how to properly use their wheelchairs. Since the
outbreak of COVID-19, the option to remotely carry out some parts of wheelchair provision
is being valued, as [4,39]: a virtual meeting with a clinician may be a possibility for many
PWC users to stay in their own homes, reducing the risk of exposure, or for users who have
transportation challenges or who do not live close to a clinic; in some situations, observing
customers using their wheelchairs at home can help determine real-world challenges that
need to be overcome; HCPs and suppliers can perform assessments with one or more team
members participating via videoconferencing. Still, telehealth does not yet cover important
phases of wheelchair provision, such as when additional modifications and adjustments
are required or HCPs are asked to provide the maintenance and repair of technical issues.
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To deal with this, the use of a Digital Twin is proposed in the context of Power Wheelchairs,
namely to support the technical phases of the wheelchair provision process. Generally, the
process follows a set of eight steps that the WHO has declared necessary to provide an
adequate wheelchair [40]. Figure 3 presents each step, where a DT of a PWC can support
the digitalization and virtualization of the product preparation, fitting, training, follow-up,
maintenance, and repair steps.

Figure 3. Steps in the wheelchair provision process.

Throughout the entire process, the involvement and assessment of different partic-
ipants is necessary. Here, focus is given to the: (1) users and caregivers who use the
wheelchair and are knowledgeable about their needs and what works best for them; (2)
therapists who understand the ideal postures for PWC users and work on their rehabilita-
tion; (3) certified assistive technology professionals who select the technology for PWCs
and provide training and technical support in fit, maintenance, and repair. Thus, to answer
the question “How can a Digital Twin be used in this context?”, emphasis is given to each of
these groups in the technical phases 5 to 8.

Product preparation and fitting: As part of product preparation and fitting, a PWC DT can
help understand how the wheelchair works, support its fitting and adjustments, and assist
in planning and testing of various scenarios. The DT can be used specifically by ATPs to
justify, design, and validate new or existing PWC features, services, and parts, as well as
simulating the health conditions of the PWC, in order to identify and eliminate the causes
of problems and undesired situations. The PWC performance can also be predicted with
the DT, including the occurrence of unforeseen scenarios.

Training: The DT’s predictive capability can also be used during training to guide and
anticipate potential risks. That is, the DT can guide users with personalized training
services, based on their physiological, psychological, and contextual information, from
users’ health data, therapists’ assessments, etc.; the DT can also analyze users’ usage data
(e.g., location, time, and activity) in order to find out how the PWC is being used and offer
accident prevention or mitigation based on this information.

Follow-up, maintenance, and repair: The DT is able to gather real-time operational data
from the PWC, giving insights into possible consequences of its use, showing users what is
happening inside their PWCs. Therapists can also use it to guide and monitor users’ reha-
bilitation activities by tracing their usage patterns and reporting which PWC configurations
and functionalities are used. In this way, the rehabilitation process can be better planned
and PWC users can engage and follow along. Furthermore, the DT can trigger alerts during
follow-up, maintenance, and repair so that a problem can be diagnosed and identify actions
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that can be taken to improve the performance of the PWC. With the DT, wheelchair repair
can be facilitated through remote analysis and real-time PWC intervention.

Here are some ways Digital Twins can be used to support the technical phases of
wheelchairs provision. A section focused on the VE model and the framework for using
the PWC DT follows.

4. Digital Twin of a Power Wheelchair

As is already possible to perceive, implementing and using a Digital Twin comprise a
complex process. In this sense, a VE must be implemented with a set of goals and purposes,
referring to the target context in which it will operate; it must, at least, represent the
properties and behavior of the PE (in time and space) considering all the intended features
to be analyzed; it must be part of a framework, involving multiple modeling processes,
technologies, and tools to perform analysis, simulation, diagnosis, etc., on the PE. Figure 4
shows a conceptual model for a Digital Twin of a Power Wheelchair; the model is based on
the five-dimensional DT concept model from [18] and was extended to consider the user
element and its interactions.

Figure 4. Proposed conceptual model for a Power Wheelchair DT.

While the DT abstracts the complexity of a PWC, offering specific services, users
continue to interact with the PWC and contribute with different knowledge. As a result,
we will not only use PWC data, but also information from users and experts. It is intended
to obtain parameters and characteristics concerning the brand and model of the PWC, such
as its mass and the overall dimensions of the components. Furthermore, it is intended to
obtain PWC values in real-time (or near to): the position will be obtained by using a GPS;
an inertial measurement unit (IMU), which consists of gyroscopes, accelerometers, and
magnetometers, will be used to measure the angular rate and provide the acceleration of
the wheelchair; using a battery management system (BMS) device, which uses temperature
sensors, humidity sensors, electrical current monitoring sensors, etc., data will be obtained
about the battery’s state; an anti-lock braking system (ABS) that uses speed sensors will
magnetically read the rotational speed of each wheel; blind spot sensors will be added to
provide data regarding location and proximity of obstacles; electrical current monitoring
sensors will measure the current in existing actuators to monitor the possible seating
functions used by users or to measure the signal from the control interface used by the user.
Additionally, physiological, psychological, and contextual information from users, as well
as data from therapists’ evaluations will be considered; depending on the disability, it will
be useful to monitor data from ventilators, feeding pumps, suction equipment, etc. Finally,
the Digital Twin itself will also consider its data history, as well as the data generated by
the service element.

The proposed model is to be a Predictive Digital Twin, which can have both SDT and
IDT characteristics, allowing:

• Acquisition and analysis of operational data from the PWC in real-time;
• Understanding of the functioning of the PWC, or part of it;
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• Evaluation of the PWC’s behavior in the future;
• Planning and testing the impact of the main usage scenarios;
• Improvement of part of the PWC, identifying and eliminating errors;
• Justification and validation of feature changes;
• Diagnosis of problems and identification of actions to improve the PWC’s performance;
• Augmentation of control systems to adjust or optimize the PWC parameters (locally

or remotely) and more.

There are two possible scenarios for using this DT in lifecycles: one in which the PWC,
or part of it, does not yet exist and is conceived of at the same time as its VE; another where
it exists, but the VE has to be implemented. As a result, the PWC DT can also be a DTI to
adapt PWCs that come with predefined functionalities or a DTP to add them to those that
do not [10].

The properties that characterize the proposed model, besides the mandatory
ones—entanglement, replication, and representativeness—are: augmentation, servitization,
persistency, and composability [19]. The augmentation is so that the PWC can be modified,
updated, and improved by the VE. In other words, the VE can be functionally augmented
and offer new features. The servitization is in some way related to the augmentation
property, because, if the VE can provide new functionalities and access to the PWC data
through software resources, tools, and interfaces, it can offer new services to its users.
Persistency is for the VE to be able to compensate for real-world limitations that may
restrict the functioning and use of the PWC. In the case of a PWC malfunction, the VE
should be considered to report anything about the wheelchair, as well as synchronize it to a
known and acceptable state. Finally, composability refers to the VE being able to represent
only a subpart of the PWC and an aggregation of VEs representing the PWC itself.

In fact, the PWC can be seen as an aggregation of the parts that make it up (e.g., joystick
module, power module, or seating module), and each one can have its VE; in other words,
the VE in Figure 4 corresponds to a series of sub-models integrated to mimic specific parts
of the PWC. The use of different sub-models makes it easier to have a realistic digital model,
helping the VE to mimic various aspects of the PWC, in time and space. Because of that,
the proposal considers a model-driven development (MDD) approach that stands out for
supporting all stages of systems’ development (e.g., specification, verification, simulation,
and implementation) using models as the primary artifact [41]. With MDD, it is intended
to ensure a high level of specification abstraction while attaining the level of detail required
for a DT; it has the ability to [42]:

1. Enable hardware and software design;
2. Eliminate errors early in development;
3. Facilitate testing with automated verification and validation techniques;
4. Support automatic code generation for target platforms.

Besides, MDD supports various modeling formalisms, allowing combining several
technologies and tools that are essential to model the VE. For example, as the VE needs to
be as identical as possible to the PWC (or part of it) and evolve with it over time, model
evolution technologies are needed to drive the VE update; as models’ accuracy directly
affects the efficacy of the VE, the models must be subjected to validation and verification
tools. Therefore, the DT model in Figure 4 represents a real PWC through a VE, considering
four types of models, as shown in Figure 5 [27]: geometric, physical, behavioral, and
rule model.

The geometric model will represent the global solid appearance of the PWC based
on data structures of topological and geometric information, used to feed software for
three-dimensional modeling, computer-aided design, or virtual reality. Some frequently
used 3D modeling software are: SketchUp, Onshape, Solid Edge, and Blender; also, some
CAD tools are: DraftSight, AutoCAD, and SolidWorks. In addition, the physical model will
reflect the physical properties of the PWC, and multiphysics simulation technologies can
be used to conduct parameter change simulations and define VE attributes and constraints.
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Examples of tools that may be used are: Ansys Discovery, SimScale, SolidWorks, ALGOR,
and Simulink.

Geometric Model

PWC overall solid 

appearance

Data structures of 

topological and geometric 

information

Physical Model

Physical properties, 

deformation, fractures, 

etc.

Behavioral Model

PWC behavior according 

to its state model

Petri Nets

Dynamic and Kinematic 

model to deal with the 

motion of the PWC

Unicycle model

Rule Model

Associating user actions 

with the PWC virtual 

model

Virtual Space

Rule-based learning

algorithms

Figure 5. Different models for modeling the VE (adapted from [27]).

Then, the behavioral model will describe the PWC’s behaviors according to its state
model, dynamic model, and kinematic model. In particular, the state model will be specified
using the Petri net (PN) formalism [43], suitable for the development of complex systems.
Similar to other graphical modeling formalisms, the Petri net formalism allows for an
intuitive description of systems, with system requirements specified using models that can
be analyzed based on formal methods. In particular, some of the advantages of using Petri
net models are that they [44,45]: (1) enable the modeling and visualization of behaviors
with parallelism, concurrency, synchronization, and resource sharing; (2) have precise
syntax and execution semantics that support the verification and validation of systems,
as well as their implementation, using design automation tools; (3) support bottom-up
and top-down modeling strategies, associated with the composition and decomposition of
models, respectively; (4) present numerous theoretical results, as they have been widely
studied and proposed in diverse areas, just to mention the most relevant advantages.

Currently, different types of Petri nets are used, ranging from low-level Petri nets [46]
to high-level Petri nets [47], which can be autonomous or non-autonomous. Since non-
autonomous Petri nets are dependent on physical characteristics, in such a way that it is
possible to condition the evolution of the PN using external signals and/or time, a new class
of non-autonomous high-level Petri nets will be created based on IOPT nets [46], colored
Petri nets [47], and DS-Pnets [48]. These classes have the potential to reduce the complexity
of data modeling and data processing; also, the use of Petri nets can provide evidence on
the representation of requirements for the VE state models through their verification and
validation, using automation tools [49–51] supported by MDD. Concretely, the verification
will check if a VE and (possibly) its PWC meet a certain specification; in turn, the validation
will check whether it behaves as expected, e.g., if the VE represents the PWC (or part)
as intended.

Regarding the dynamic model and kinematic model, they will be described through
mathematical equations. While kinematics describes the trajectory of the wheelchair
depending on its velocities (linear and angular), dynamics complements it, accounting for
the forces applied to the system, which can actually be used to describe these velocities.
There are different ways of modeling a wheelchair, for example considering a four-wheel
model [52,53], a bicycle model [54,55], or a unicycle model [56,57]. A unicycle model is
usually used to model robots with some forward speed and no instantaneous lateral motion.
The fact is that, in the case of a PWC, high speed values can be very disturbing and cause
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problems in the user’s postural stability. Because of this, Part 6 of ISO 7176 [58] specifies
test methods to determine the maximum speed of a PWC, with a maximum nominal speed
not exceeding 15 km/h (approximately 4.17 m/s); on the market, generally, maximum
speeds are around 12 km/h (approximately 3.33 m/s). Therefore, initially, a unicycle model
will be considered to deal with the motion of the PWC.

Finally, the rule model will provide the VE a means to describe patterns and make
predictions; this is an advantage as the VE will not only represent and reflect the PWC,
but also the rules and variabilities that affect its behavior; for example, the rule model will
allow associated PWC users’ actions with the virtual model of the PWC. This will be based
on rule-based learning algorithms under the unsupervised branch of machine learning [59].
In this way, it is believed that a DT can represent a real Power Wheelchair and may answer
the question: To what extent does the Digital Twin represent a real Power Wheelchair?.

5. Discussion

Today, several types of wheelchairs and associated devices are offered on the market
to deal with different problems and difficulty in mobility and make users able to interact
with the environment. There are wheelchairs to tilt, to stand, to move on all terrain, on the
beach, to practice sports, to bathe, and more [60]. In particular, Power Wheelchairs are a
good alternative for people with low no trunk control, sitting upright with static stability.
Users often use a joystick to control the position and direction of the wheelchair, but other
controls can be used, such as head, chin, tongue, and sip-n-puff controls. In some cases,
seat functions and other devices are available to help users with postural impairments and
low mobility to accommodate themselves and prevent injuries and other complications.
Therefore, Power Wheelchairs are significantly different from manual wheelchairs as they
are more customizable and have features and services along with them; they are designed
to meet specific individual needs, assisting users in performing day-to-day activities,
allowing for augmentation and replacement of functions (e.g., sophisticated powered tilt
and recline functions or power elevating leg rests and foot platforms) or devices (e.g.,
specialty joystick controls).

However, many users have difficulty using a wheelchair, even for daily activities. They
need to have continue access to HCPs for proper provision, training, and follow-up, being
sometimes limited. Additionally, many users suffer injuries from trips or falls near stairs,
ramps, or curbs [61]; other injuries occur in the scenario of wheelchair breakdown. In this
sense, innovations and proposals for wheelchairs revolve around technological advances;
examples are: alternative control devices, assessment and prescribing tools, simulators
and training applications, or mobility aids. Some examples of recent technology include:
LUCI, which is a smart technology accessory that is mounted on a PWC to allow the user
to navigate with greater safety and independence [62]; blind spot sensor systems used to
easily provide obstacle detection and avoidance [63]; a fleet management system to provide
access to valuable data and analysis of customers’ wheelchairs and improve diagnostic [64].
None of these proposals use Digital Twins.

Therefore, as already mentioned, the creation and use of Digital Twins of real wheelchairs
are proposed, enabling new services to assist wheelchair users, as well as their HCPs, ther-
apists, and ATPs. With this in mind, it was already proposed to use a model-driven
development approach combining a new modeling formalism language (the extended
Petri net class) for the use of Digital Twins in the context of the provision of wheelchairs,
focusing on the technical phases of the process. Therefore, it is planned to accomplish the
following four goals:

1. Design, verify, validate, and deploy Digital Twins using multi-domain modeling tools
in a model-driven development approach;

2. Model the state models of Digital Twins using an extended Petri net class;
3. Implement a framework for the use of Digital Twins in a service-oriented architecture

for monitoring, simulation, diagnosis, prognosis, and control of the system in the
physical world;
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4. Define scenarios for the application of Digital Twins in real wheelchairs.

It is expected that the DT will contribute to promote people’s health and physical
well-being and safety and be able to deal with the adversities pointed out, highlighting
the following:

1. Promote the well-being and safety of wheelchair users, supporting personalized
services (e.g., user training services);

2. Increase the engagement of wheelchair users;
3. Support real wheelchairs’ adaptation and repair, increasing their safety and reliability,

while reducing maintenance costs;
4. Offer new mechanisms for ATPs to assist more people, facilitating access to wheelchair

analysis and remote intervention with real-time control over physical twins, if necessary;
5. Help therapists plan, guide, and monitor users’ rehabilitation activities.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

This article is an extension of [65] and presents a proposal for the creation and use of a
Digital Twin of a Power Wheelchair, enabling new services for wheelchairs users, as well
as their HCPs. As far as we known, this is a novel aspect, as there is no other proposal to
improve and transform the provision and support of wheelchairs. In addition to that, the
proposed conceptual model focuses on a virtual entity that is intended to be based on a
model-driven development approach benefiting from a high-level Petri net formalism. So
far, there is no evidence of its application in this sector. Implementing and using a Digital
Twin is a complex and challenging process. On the one hand, the VE needs to be gradually
updated to match the PE, which requires understanding and perception of the physical
world; on the other hand, after digitizing the PE, different analyses can be made and used,
for example to predict and identify opportunities and risks, without incurring any cost;
ensure that a new design in the future meets the desired requirements; or to affect PE
evolution in the physical world.

Several ways of using DTs in the context of provision and support of PWCs were
pointed out. The proposal of a conceptual model identifies the model-driven development
approach to combine different sub-models and allow the specification, verification, sim-
ulation, and implementation of the virtual entity in the DT. In particular, emphasis was
given to a new extended Petri net formalism that will aim to model the VE state model,
to answer the question: Is it possible to use a Digital Twin to mirror a Power Wheelchair, or
part of it, to support the technical phases of the wheelchair provision process?. A high-level and
non-autonomous Petri net class with deterministic execution semantics, potentially con-
strained by external signals and events, priorities, and time dependencies, can be used in a
model-driven development approach to model a virtual entity, as well as the physical entity
(in some cases) and ensure the properties required for a Digital Twin to be deployed and
used for real-time monitoring, prediction, and remote control. Associated with a framework
that supports the cognition of real wheelchairs, users, and the environment, the Digital
Twin can be used in the provision process to justify, design, and validate new or existing
features and parts of the PWC. The DT can also simulate PWC conditions to determine and
eliminate undesired situations, predict its performance and the occurrence of unforeseen
scenarios, increase user engagement, and assist therapists in monitoring rehabilitation
activities. If the framework facilitates analysis and remote intervention, the DT can trigger
alerts, aid diagnosis, and improve the PWC’s performance over the real PWC.

The validation of the proposed hypothesis will be performed considering different
methods, such as [66], and case studies that will be elaborated in the field of Power
Wheelchair systems, benefiting from the interaction with therapists and users, who can
speak to several adaptation requirements, with collaboration with Associação de Paralisia
Cerebral Almada Seixal (APCAS) The final prototype should verify the following indicators:

1. Whether a VE model of a Power Wheelchair, or part of it, can be modeled using a
non-autonomous high-level Petri net class, in particular;
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2. Whether a DT can be used in the context of the provision of Power Wheelchairs;
3. Whether a DT, modeled in an MDD approach and based on a non-autonomous high-

level Petri net class, can be implemented in a framework for Power Wheelchairs’
provision and support, in particular if the framework and the concept of the DT is
adding value to the wheelchair provision process.

As future work, it is intended to analyze different descriptions of VE dynamic and
kinematic models while associating them with a geometric and physical model; in par-
allel, the new formalism of Petri net will begin to be defined; it is intended to call for
the participation of users, therapists, and ATPs to assess their opinions, comments, and
recommendations on the values of the proposed DT.
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